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War Movie Review Rating: 2.5/5 Stars (Disar v.10 stars) Star Cast: Hrithik Roshan, Tiger Shroff, Ashutosh Rana, Vaani Kapoor Director: Siddharth Anand War Movie Review: Another Addition - Not Every Good Looking Movie Is A Good Movie What's Good: Hrithik-style &amp; Tiger action –
two of the four pillars of the movie, the other two – the story and dialogues are unfortunately hollow What's Bad: Depends on what you're watching this movie, if you're watching it for a good story, then your bad if not mine! Loo Break: When Tiger does any tricks... when Hrithik doesn't set
the screen on fire with your presence on the Watch or Not?: Only if you crave to watch good locales &amp; action on the big screen, keep your expectations limited in User Rating: As the trailer suggests, war is the story of an agent from Indian Intelligence, named Kabir (Hrithik Roshan)
goes rogue for the best known to him. His protégé Khalid (Tiger Shroff) gets on a mission shooting Kabir on the spot. Flashback takes us two years from now to create a bromance between Kabir &amp; Khalid. It has been discovered that Khalid is the son of a traitor who was killed by Kabir.
Khalid joins intelligence only to clean up the mess his father created for his family. He gets into the team with Kabir, earns his respect, fighting some bad guys and taking a bullet for him (it's a must). This brings us back to this day in this forced nonlinear storyline. Khalid has to find Kabir,
who kills some big government employees, and ask him why he's doing all that. Why is he doing all this? Your guess is as good as the predictable twists of the movie. War Movie Review: Another Addition – Not Every Good Looking Movie Is A Good Movie War Movie Review: Script Analysis
I don't understand if you're getting 100s crores to make a movie, how hard is it to put a solid script on the site? War suffers from similar loops to what the audience wants to see and what kind of filmmakers create. If the creators continue to build conventional scripts laced with style, the
audience will settle for mediocre content. This is at a time when we have talents waiting to get to explode. I know it's not a child's game to scale a movie on such a huge scale, but I also know our audience deserves a way better than this. When you call a movie war, why show the bromance
between leads? You either pit them against each other without mercy or call a movie like the War'n'err Brothers. Without comparison, but the story of this year's Hobbs &amp; Shaw is miles ahead, and that's how you treat the bromance. If you're hanging on a thin thread at the scripting level,
at least make sure there are some punchy dialogues. But Abbas Tyrewala's lines are satisfactory If you remove BGM from some scenes, you'll see how it's a love story between Hrithik and Tiger. War Movie Review: Star Performance Hrithik Roshan is without a doubt the most-looking guy in
Bollywood right now. He is stylish, he is confident and has a different aura around him in this movie. From his walk as he winks, Hrithik is very convincing in his role. He is brilliantly assisted by Tiger Shroff, and we all already know how good he is at the action sequences. But, still, he
impresses with these moves and garner a lot of oh wows. As far as working, it's as usual quite ordinary, but a step forward is always good. Vaani Kapoor's role is as short as Shahid Afridi's contribution to the 2011 Cricket World Cup. She does Trapeze and lazy dancing, despite the fact that
such an energetic dancer, this is where the creators' vision is lacking. Ashutosh Rana is wasted as a supporting character. He doesn't get any chance to show his acting skills. War Box Office Review: Star Cast: Hrithik Roshan, Tiger Shroff, Vaani Kapoor, Ashutosh Rana Director: Siddharth
Anand Producer: YRF War Box Office Review: Hrithik Roshan &amp; Tiger Shroff Starrer Will Be The First 300 Crores Grosser 2019 War Grosser 2019 War Box Box Review: Expectations Bollywood Audience Is Desperately Expecting a Healthy Entertainer When It Comes to Action Films.
Several attempts have been made in recent years, but either the story and the screenplay didn't work, or the scale of the film was low. YRF's War, which brings Bollywood two of the most popular action and dance heroes Hrithik Roshan &amp; Tiger Shroff together and opposite each other
promises to change things. The film also has the opportunity for Siddharth Anand (director Tara Rum Pum, Anjaana Anjaani, Bang Bang Bang) to finally deliver a really enjoyable movie. YRF has set the war on a huge level and promises real entertainment for the audience. So expectations
are also great from it. War Box Office Review: Impact What do the masses want from bollywood action film? 1. A simple and relatable story with an engaging scenario. 2. Great action. Larger than life characters with a heart in place. 4. EMOTIONS 5. Great visual attraction and equally great
ending. War may not be the PERFECT action entertainer for the masses, but it easily saves itself from being an average film with leaps and bounds. First, the film qualifies as Siddharth Anand's best work, and when we talk about the 5 main needs of a great action film, it qualifies for most of
them, but not completely. The movie's story is routine, but the screenplay works especially in the main twist that it offers. The movie is engaging throughout and keeps you guessing. The twist won't be easily guessed by a lot of people (make sure you don't detect a spoiler for others). War
also works visually, because the scale and cinematography of the film is impressive. is world class and you will enjoy every bit of it. YRF has managed to do wonders on the big screen by bringing HR &amp; TS together. They are amazing when they fight together and great when they are
against each other. Dance song Jai Jai Shiv Shankar looks stunning on screen and the masses will easily want to dance with your favorite stars while it plays on the big screen. Hrithik finally offers what his fans want from him. He looks hot and has such a treat while doing all the heroic stuff.
Tiger Shroff is also excellent in all action sequences as well, while dancing. Vaani Kapoor has a very short but important role. The movie's background score for running big time ans editing is a winner too. However, it could've been much better if there was a more emotional connection.
Despite everything, the movie doesn't make you emotional and that's where it doesn't start. War Box Office Review: Perspectives war has huge potential in the Box Office and will get a thumbs up from audiences across India. The film has a great chance of being the first 300 crores grosser
this year and will do a lifetime business in the 300-350 crores range. For Android and IOS users, download our mobile app faster than ever before to get and enable box Office updates! The sports film industry is a huge fan of following around the world, and fans are obsessed about intricate
details of their favorite stars and movies. Right out of the gossip and announcement box office collection, ardent followers would like to update on every little detail. If you are also obsessed with cash desk reports, then you have reached the right destination. Under the daily bo update, you
can find all the necessary information about Indian box office collections and the overall Bollywood business. There is always a growing demand for fast and accurate entertainment news revolving around bollywood collection, and we pioneer by providing the most reliable information. In the
earlier days interest around Bollywood was largely limited to entertainment, but in recent years its business has also garnered a lot of attention. Fans of social media are often spotted boxing the latest box office collections of movies featuring their treasured stars to promote them further into
the digital world. To meet this request, besides the Bollywood box collection, we'll be collecting collection reports from regional film industries as well. There are also box office trivians and little known facts according to the Daily BO Update section, which of course is your interest. We have a
large team of experienced and dedicated reporters who you can trust to serve you with the most accurate Bollywood movie box office collection. Our writers closely track every latest Hindi movie at the box office collecting data, and keep updating periodically. We also have a library of
Bollywood box office reports starting in the 1940's as In addition, we also write some enticing features and survey stories revolving around the Bollywood box office, your extra dose of information and entertainment. So what are you waiting for, Koimoi.com latest box office updates. The war
was another superb day at the box office with collections of extra zooming up to 14 crores*. The film has seen a good momentum building over the weekend, and as a result Sunday was huge too. The Siddharth Anand directed film now has 271.75 crores* and now the game is on the 300
Crore Club record. It's practically the only Hindi movie that takes business at the box office although the Hollywood Joker has eaten some parts of its collections. It has a life range of 60 crores and at least half of it could also end up in a kitten war if it is a solo release by Gandhi Jayanti. This
means that the film, which was supposed to be in its competition, Sye Ra Narasmiha Reddy, actually ended up making zero difference collections of war because it has faded away from the first day of release itself. War Box Office Day 12: Fantastic At Weekend 2, Hrithik Roshan &amp;
Tiger Shroff Brace Up For Crore Club 300 Now, Hrithik Roshan and Tiger Shroff are bracing up for their first 300 Crore Club movie. Hrithik has seen his greatest ever form of Krrish 3, which has now been surpassed. As for Tiger Shroff, he has gone far ahead of Baaghi 2. Both players
should be enjoying their debut triple century next weekend. *Estimates. Final numbers were expected Note: All collections, as we manufacture and distribution sources for Android and IOS users, download our mobile app faster than ever bollywood &amp; box office updates! Updates!
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